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The fact that Schweitzer's books are old doesn't make them dated necessarily. I have found references to sources in his guides over the years that were difficult to find elsewhere. Very few of the states he covered, with the exception of Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina (perhaps a couple others) have comprehensive guides to research even now. The Red Book does include information that Schweitzer doesn't have - and vice versa. The NGS guides do the same thing, but again, they don't have everything in them that Schweitzer does. [Having just finished the 3rd edition of my Virginia Research for NGS in this series, I can assure you that these guides, because of their relatively short length, do not contain "everything" by design.]

Granted Schweitzer's books are crammed full of a lot of information in a somewhat difficult-to-use format, but they remain useful. Yes, there are many newer published sources since his books appeared and the locations of sources and libraries/archives have changed, but if there are states he covered that are important to migrations into your state, I'd keep them. They aren't that big! Despite our many space issues, we keep everything we ever get for every state because we consider ourselves to be one of the country's "genealogical libraries of record" with a comprehensive, deep collection. Not every library can do that of course, but if you can hang on to them it can't hurt.

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of P.M. McLaughlin
Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 3:55 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Suggested replacements for George Keene Schweitzer titles

I have many of Mr. Schweitzer's books on genealogy research in the United States, but they are quite old. I have to weed them from my collection, but can anyone suggest newer titles that do what his books did so well? I know the NGS has a Research in the States series. Are those as good as Schweitzer's works?

Pam McLaughlin
Fremont Public Library
Mundelein IL

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140501/c975fef5/attachment.html>
I totally agree with Eric. Even if we were not an archive, we would not remove books solely due to publication date. The only types of genealogy/history reference sources that need to be as up to date as possible are ones containing lists of contact information for organizations and individuals, especially for societies that may fold or researchers that pass away or retire. The county clerk's office will always be there and be findable even if the office moves and when the person holding the position changes, but more and more historical and genealogical societies are losing too many members and not gaining any new ones to keep up with their programs and services. No bibliographer finds everything in a given time period, but still finds things or knows information that an earlier or later bibliographer may not. All authors have a bias or a focus that leads them to pass over some sources or to include others.

Schweitzer is a gem and deserves his place on your shelves.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

The fact that Schweitzer's books are old doesn't make them dated necessarily. I have found references to sources in his guides over the years that were difficult to find elsewhere. Very few of the states he covered, with the exception of Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina (perhaps a couple others) have comprehensive guides to research even now. The Red Book does include information that Schweitzer doesn't have - and vice versa. The NGS guides do the same thing, but again, they don't have everything in them that Schweitzer does. [Having just finished the 3rd edition of my Virginia Research for NGS in this series, I can assure you that these guides, because of their relatively short length, do not contain "everything" by design.]

Granted Schweitzer's books are crammed full of a lot of information in a somewhat difficult-to-use format, but they remain useful. Yes, there are many newer published sources since his books appeared and the locations of sources and libraries/archives have changed, but if there are states he covered that are important to migrations into your state, I'd keep them. They aren't that big! Despite our many space issues, we keep everything we ever get for every state
because we consider ourselves to be one of the country's "genealogical libraries of record" with a comprehensive, deep collection. Not every library can do that of course, but if you can hang on to them it can't hurt.

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of P.M. McLaughlin
Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 3:55 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Suggested replacements for George Keene Schweitzer titles

I have many of Mr. Schweitzer's books on genealogy research in the United States, but they are quite old. I have to weed them from my collection, but can anyone suggest newer titles that do what his books did so well? I know the NGS has a Research in the States series. Are those as good as Schweitzer's works?

Pam McLaughlin
Fremont Public Library
Mundelein IL
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140501/8385450b/attachment-0001.html>

From dwilson at ahsgr.org  Thu May  1 10:52:56 2014
From: dwilson at ahsgr.org (Diane Wilson)
Date: Thu, 1 May 2014 09:52:56 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] America History and Life Indexes
Message-ID: <000901cf654d$0a2b70e0$1e8252a0$@ahsgr.org>

Hello -

I am the (fairly new) librarian at a small genealogical library and museum, and have been going through our collection of periodicals, weeding where possible. We have paper copies of America: History and Life, Part D Annual Index, for the years 1977-1984. I'm trying to decide if we need to keep them. The volumes have been in storage for several years due to space restrictions on the library shelves, so they have not been used recently. I know this publication is now available through Ebsco, but we do not have any subscriptions to online databases. Our local public library does not subscribe to this publication, either.

Does anyone have thoughts on additional criteria I should use when making
The mission of the American Historical Society of Germans from Russia is to discover, collect, preserve, and disseminate information related to the history, cultural heritage, and genealogy of Germanic settlers in the Russian Empire and their descendants.

Ignore the fact that I am not assisting in answering your question, I wanted to continue the support for Schweitzer, and in large part because I do not have a lot of space. I just added two of his works to our collection yesterday. And, earlier this year I used his Civil War book to help prep for a talk I was giving. I always am able to pull something out of those older methodology books\bibliographies, unless they weren't much use to begin with (not referring to anyone in particular there). Like Susan, I function as an archive and don't remove due to date, I know not everyone here functions that way, but hang on to them if you can, if you have horrible space constraints, try to at least keep those that are most relevant to your major patron base.

Mary
--
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD

From ihansen at wisc.edu Thu May  1 12:25:43 2014
From: ihansen at wisc.edu (Irene Hansen)
Date: Thu, 01 May 2014 11:25:43 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Early 19th century use of the name "Doctor" for boys
In-Reply-To: <mailman.3375.1398950216.6447.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.3375.1398950216.6447.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <8581b82afe9ac11b1b60638f646f523f@wiscmail.wisc.edu>

Thank you Susan for the information on naming girls:

Girls, however, are more likely to be named after a state, I think. Some I have seen: Missouri, Mississippi, Florida, Tennessee (yes, at least one famous male got this moniker), Louisiana, Kansas, California, Arizona, not including "regular" names Virginia, Carolina and Georgia.

Irene Hansen
Reference Librarian
Wisconsin Historical Society, Madison

From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Thu May  1 12:57:37 2014
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Thu, 1 May 2014 11:57:37 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Suggested replacements for George Keene Schweitzer titles
In-Reply-To: <D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE47969AFF590@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
References: <1398887676.45679.YahooMailNeo@web161204.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
            <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E941C70C5@mail3.darlib.org>
            <D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE47969AFF590@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLHeyGHqY+96hWEC5uwBV20zKpkNnyKypJv-naaf3Lr8sQ@mail.gmail.com>

I agree--we keep his books because he has excellent yet concise explanations of how, why, and what records were created which researchers still find very helpful. Once you know what records you want to access and why, finding out where they might be now (and in what format) is actually the least difficult part of the research. From our genealogy reference collection, we rarely weed anything except perhaps computer genealogy books (*Turbo Genealogy* from 1997, for example....) and books that are mostly addresses.

Martha Grenzeback
Omaha Public Library

Martha Grenzeback | Librarian
*What I am reading?*

Ulster to America: The Scots-Irish Migration Experience, 1680?1830,* *edited
by Warren R. Hofstra*

---

On Thu, May 1, 2014 at 8:16 AM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov> wrote:

> I totally agree with Eric. Even if we were not an archive, we would not
> remove books solely due to publication date. The only types of
> genealogy/history reference sources that need to be as up to date as
> possible are ones containing lists of contact information for organizations
> and individuals, especially for societies that may fold or researchers that
> pass away or retire. The county clerk?s office will always be there and be
> findable even if the office moves and when the person holding the position
> changes, but more and more historical and genealogical societies are losing
> too many members and not gaining any new ones to keep up with their
> programs and services. No bibliographer finds everything in a given time
> period, but still finds things or knows information that an earlier or
> later bibliographer may not. All authors have a bias or a focus that leads
> them to pass over some sources or to include others.
>
> Schweitzer is a gem and deserves his place on your shelves.
>
> Susan Scouras
> Librarian
> WV Archives and History Library
> The Culture Center
> 1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
> Charleston, WV  25305-0300
> (304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
> Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
The fact that Schweitzer's books are old doesn't make them dated necessarily. I have found references to sources in his guides over the years that were difficult to find elsewhere. Very few of the states he covered, with the exception of Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina (perhaps a couple others) have comprehensive guides to research even now. The *Red Book* does include information that Schweitzer doesn't have and vice versa. The NGS guides do the same thing, but again, they don't have everything in them that Schweitzer does. [Having just finished the 3rd edition of my *Virginia Research* for NGS in this series, I can assure you that these guides, because of their relatively short length, do not contain everything by design.]

Granted Schweitzer's books are crammed full of a lot of information in a somewhat difficult-to-use format, but they remain useful. Yes, there are many newer published sources since his books appeared and the locations of sources and libraries/archives have changed, but if there are states he covered that are important to migrations into your state, I'd keep them. They aren't that big! Despite our many space issues, we keep everything we ever get for every state because we consider ourselves to be one of the country's genealogical libraries of record with a comprehensive, deep collection. Not every library can do that of course, but if you can hang on to them it can't hurt.

Eric

Eric G. Grundset

Library Director

DAR Library

National Society Daughters of the American Revolution

1776 D Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20006-5303

202.879-3313

egrundset at dar.org
I have many of Mr. Schweitzer's books on genealogy research in the United States, but they are quite old. I have to weed them from my collection, but can anyone suggest newer titles that do what his books did so well? I know the NGS has a Research in the States series. Are those as good as Schweitzer's works?

Pam McLaughlin

Fremont Public Library

Mundelein IL

Nicole Miller,

University of Illinois GSLIS

On Thu, May 1, 2014 at 9:52 AM, Diane Wilson <dwilson at ahsgr.org> wrote:

> Hello -
I am the (fairly new) librarian at a small genealogical library and museum, and have been going through our collection of periodicals, weeding where possible. We have paper copies of *America: History and Life, Part D Annual Index*, for the years 1977-1984. I'm trying to decide if we need to keep them. The volumes have been in storage for several years due to space restrictions on the library shelves, so they have not been used recently. I know this publication is now available through Ebsco, but we do not have any subscriptions to online databases. Our local public library does not subscribe to this publication, either.

Does anyone have thoughts on additional criteria I should use when making this decision?

Thank You,

Diane Wilson, Librarian
American Historical Society of Germans from Russia
631 D St. Lincoln, NE 68502
(402) 474-3363
dwilson at ahsgr.org
www.ahsgr.org

The mission of the American Historical Society of Germans from Russia is to discover, collect, preserve, and disseminate information related to the history, cultural heritage, and genealogy of Germanic settlers in the Russian Empire and their descendants.

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140502/461e196f/attachment.html>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC

May 2014

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email: relic2 at pwcgov.org


NEW IN OUR ONLINE DIGITAL LIBRARY

You can now see dozens of photographs taken in 1904 of the landscape of western Prince William County, linked to a map showing where they were taken. They are part of the records of the U.S. Army Maneuvers of 1904 preserved at the National Archives and Library of Congress, and cover roughly the same area where the two battles of Bull Run (Manassas) took place in 1861-62. Go to http://eservice.pwcgov.org/library/digitalLibrary/index.htm and click on Maps: 1904 Army Maneuver Grounds and Photos. Click on a numbered circle and a small image will appear at the right of the map. Click on the image to enlarge it. A few of the photos relate to land in adjoining Fairfax County.

RELIC PROGRAMS

Here are our latest offerings. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library programs if requested at least three weeks in advance. To be notified of upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit eNotifications/subscribe <http://eservice.pwcgov.org/eServices/eNotifications/subscribe.aspx> and select Library ? What's New in RELIC. Unless otherwise stated, all these programs will take place at the community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA. Programs may last from 60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2 at
May 15, 11 a.m. ? Using Technology to Organize and Share Your Genealogical Research, with Don Wilson

May 20, 7 p.m. ? Using Technology to Organize and Share Your Genealogical Research, with Don Wilson (repeat).

June 7, 11 a.m. ? Genealogy 201: Beyond the Basics, with Tish Como.

June 24, 7 p.m. ? History in Your Backyard? Prince William County Historic Sites, with Rebecca Super.

July 22, 7 p.m. ? Genealogy 101: Getting Started, with Beverly Veness.

August 14, 11 a.m. ? Tracing American Ancestors before 1850, with Don Wilson

August 26, 7 p.m. ? Tracing American Ancestors before 1850, with Don Wilson (repeat).

?Genealogy Doctor?: free counseling (contact us for an appointment).

For a comprehensive list of upcoming genealogical programs scheduled in the Washington metropolitan area we recommend you see Harold?s List, compiled monthly by genealogist Harold McClendon of Mount Vernon, Virginia: http://mvgenealogy.org/PDFs/Upcoming_Genealogy_Events.pdf or email him at haroldm at eolrs.com to subscribe.

Using Technology to Organize

and Share Your genealogical Research

Presented by Don Wilson

At our March program Diane Nesmeyer described how to organize papers and documents you?ve collected in your genealogical research. Now learn how to save, organize and share them electronically. RELIC?s Don Wilson will demonstrate some of the options available today, including software programs, websites, and special equipment. Audience feedback and input to the program are encouraged.
This program will be presented on Thursday, May 15 at 11 a.m. and repeated on Tuesday, May 20, at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Regional Library. To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org.

GENEALOGY 201: BEYOND THE BASICS

Presented by Tish Como

Genealogy 101 introduced basic resources and techniques for researching your family's history. Genealogy 201 presents alternate resources to enhance your family's history and advanced search techniques to help maximize your results from online databases including census records, passenger lists, maps, and books. RELIC's Tish Como will present this program on Thursday, June 7, at 11 a.m. at Bull Run Regional Library.

To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org.

HISTORY IN YOUR BACKYARD?

Presented by Rebecca Super

The Prince William County Division of Historic Preservation manages over 300 acres and a dozen buildings in Prince William County. Discover which sites are in your backyard, their history and how you can learn more. This program will be presented by Rebecca Super, site manager of Rippon Lodge, one of our most historic homes.

The slide talk will be given on Tuesday, June 24, at 7 p.m. at Bull Run Regional Library. To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org.

GENEALOGY 101: GETTING STARTED

Presented by Beverly Veness

Those curious about their family history have an opportunity to learn about methods, strategies and resources for tracing their roots. This free 90-minute program, conducted by Beverly Veness of the RELIC staff, will highlight the
numerous free genealogical resources available at RELIC and will explore basic
techniques for tracking ancestors.

This program will also be presented at Bull Run Regional Library, on Tuesday, July 22, at 7 p.m. To register please contact RELIC at Relic2 at pwcgov.org, or at (703) 792-4540.

TRACING AMERICAN ANCESTORS BEFORE 1850

Presented by Don Wilson

Before 1850, the lack of census detail and official vital records can make
genealogy difficult. Your immigrant ancestor may seem to be out of reach. Explore
sources and techniques to overcome that barrier with RELIC?s Don Wilson.

This free 90-minute program will be presented at Bull Run Regional Library on
Thursday, August 14, at 11 a.m. and be repeated on Tuesday, August 26, at 7 p.m.
To register please contact RELIC at Relic2 at pwcgov.org, or at (703) 792-4540.

?Genealogy Doctor? Accepting Appointments for Research Help

Don Wilson, head of RELIC, sets aside time each month for free private sessions to
mentor persons researching their family history. A thirty-minute session can be
used to discuss and analyze an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped
you.

Daytime and evening hours are possible. To set up an appointment, please call
RELIC at 703-792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org. Bull Run Regional Library is
located at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families? Need
guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC staff for help and
advice at Ask RELIC <http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/Ask-RELIC.aspx> or by calling us at 703-792-4540. Hours, September to June (ET):
Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, Friday-Saturday 10am-5pm, Sunday noon-5pm. Closed
Federal holidays.
The following genealogical periodicals are available for postage:


Volume XI, Numbers 1-4 (1988)

Volume XII, Numbers 1-4 (1989)

Volume XIII, Number 1 only (1990)

**Journal of the Lancaster County Historical Society: Volume 98, Numbers 1 & 3 (1996)**

Volume 99, Numbers 1 & 2 (1997)

Volume 103, Numbers 1, 3 & 4 (2001)


Volume 107, Numbers 2 & 3 (2005)

Volume 108, Number 1 only (2006)
From rbh25 at comcast.net  Wed May  7 20:26:58 2014
From: rbh25 at comcast.net (Rob & Pat Harper)
Date: Wed, 7 May 2014 17:26:58 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals for Postage Taken
Message-ID: <001b01cf6a54$39e882d0$adb98870$@net>

All numbers of the Journal of the Lancaster County Historical Society
and the Pennsylvania Mennonite Heritage have been claimed.

Patricia Harper

From kmccallum at aapld.org  Thu May  8 11:16:11 2014
From: kmccallum at aapld.org (Kristen McCallum)
Date: Thu, 8 May 2014 10:16:11 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Naturalization Certificate Numbers
Message-ID: <CAJv_p_Uaj9Z_V=7U+92wUNUgC92J+yCiXgoC4czTKK_FrHho5A@mail.gmail.com>

Hello all,

I'm trying to help a researcher fill out a USCIS Genealogy Records Request
(Form G-1041A)<http://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/files/form/g-1041a.pdf>and
need some advice. We've identified the certificate number (from
Soundex M1285) as* P.28458*. The problem is that the form seems to
indicate that the certificate number should begin with a* C* not a* P*. Any
ideas how to proceed? The individual was naturalized in the Superior Court
in Cook County on March 3, 1919. His name was Antoni Wiktor.

Thanks in advance!

Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library

From rbh25 at comcast.net  Wed May  7 20:26:58 2014
From: rbh25 at comcast.net (Rob & Pat Harper)
Date: Wed, 7 May 2014 17:26:58 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals for Postage Taken
Message-ID: <001b01cf6a54$39e882d0$adb98870$@net>

All numbers of the Journal of the Lancaster County Historical Society
and the Pennsylvania Mennonite Heritage have been claimed.

Patricia Harper
This is just a 'two cent' comment and may not apply at all. But I know here in Miami County the letters often refer to the specific court the papers were filed in, e.g. "CP" = Common Pleas; "P" = Probate.

Patrick D. Kennedy, Archivist
Troy-Miami County Public Library
Local History Library
100 W. Main St.
Troy, Ohio 45373
937.335.4082                                 pkennedy at tmcpl.org

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Kristen McCallum
Sent: Thu 5/8/2014 11:16 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Naturalization Certificate Numbers

Hello all,

I'm trying to help a researcher fill out a USCIS Genealogy Records Request (Form G-1041A)<http://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/files/form/g-1041a.pdf>and need some advice. We've identified the certificate number (from Soundex M1285) as* P.28458*. The problem is that the form seems to indicate that the certificate number should begin with a* C* not a* P*. Any ideas how to proceed? The individual was naturalized in the Superior Court in Cook County on March 3, 1919. His name was Antoni Wiktor.

Thanks in advance!

Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library

-------------- next part --------------
A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: winmail.dat
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 3426 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140508/09af5dc4/attachment.bin>
The following extract may explain -

---Petition for Naturalization (P) file. A typical file number looks like this: 234-P-567890. These files were maintained temporarily by the Naturalization Service. If the naturalization was granted, the petition was moved to the person's C-File. The petition should also remain on file in the appropriate court's naturalization records. Use the Court Directories to convert the prefix number to a court name (i.e., 234 = Circuit Court, Van Buren Co., Arkansas) in order to locate that record.

Certificate of Naturalization File (C-File), 1906-56. A typical file number looks like this: 1234-C-567890 or C-567890. These files are in USCIS custody. Submit a request for copies to the USCIS Genealogy Program. A copy of the naturalization papers should also remain on file in the appropriate court's naturalization records. If the court number is included in the reference, use the Court Directories to convert the prefix number to a court name in order to locate that record.

It is found in the PDF:

"Research Guide to Selected Bureau of Naturalization Case and Correspondence Files, 1906?1946"

on the website of the national archives.gov, information relating to how to access naturalization records

Paul Keroack
Norwalk History Room, Norwalk Public Library, CT

On Thu, 5/8/14, Kristen McCallum <kmccallum at aapld.org> wrote:

Subject: [Genealib] Naturalization Certificate Numbers
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, May 8, 2014, 11:16 AM

Hello all,
I'm trying to help a researcher fill out a USCIS Genealogy Records Request (Form G-1041A) and need some advice. We've identified the certificate number (from Soundex M1285) as P.28458. The problem is that the form seems to indicate that the certificate number should begin with a C not a P.
Any ideas how to proceed? The individual was naturalized in the Superior Court in Cook County on March 3, 1919. His name was Antoni Wiktor.

Thanks in advance!
Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library

-----Inline Attachment Follows-----

genealib mailing list
From dsmith at usf.edu  Thu May  8 15:23:58 2014
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Thu, 8 May 2014 15:23:58 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: FW: SSA letter forwarding
In-Reply-To: <58D34E98B812584BA6C0F68155C8D9093D71C6E5@FCWPINMB34.USA.TRIBUNE.COM>
References: <58D34E98B812584BA6C0F68155C8D9093D71C6E5@FCWPINMB34.USA.TRIBUNE.COM>
Message-ID: <CALSepZbW23A6EGn7+X7bagDwyFM4z8Pyb+v7e7Xx73t2QimBA@mail.gmail.com>

This message is forwarded on behalf of John Fritze. If you can help him, please contact him directly at the email address given at the end of the message. Do not respond to the list, as he is not a subscriber.

Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator

Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
813-974-3492

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Fritze, John
Sent: Thursday, May 08, 2014 2:46 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: SSA letter forwarding

Forgive me if this is off topic or if this isn?t a good forum for this, but I?m hoping someone here might be able to help with a story I?m working on for The Baltimore Sun. I?m writing about the Social Security Administration?s decision to do away with its letter forwarding service, which has been in place since 1945. I?m trying to find a few people out there who have actually used this service to successfully locate long-lost relatives who would be willing to tell me their story. Of course, I?m on a fairly tight deadline ? trying to do this in the next day or so. The link to the federal register notice regarding the service follows, as does my direct contact information. I?m not a member here so please contact me directly if you have any ideas. Thanks very much,


John Fritze
Washington corresponent
The Baltimore Sun
Hello Kristen,

For information about the C-File number you asked about see:


The information available here may also be helpful for your researcher:

Cook County Declarations of Intention Index, 1906-1929
http://www.cookcountyclerkofcourt.org/NR/about.aspx

They will likely only have the declaration of intention there. The USCIS should have the declaration as well as the petition. But you can look up Antoni Wiktor in the above linked online Cook County index and it should give his address, place of birth and date of arrival (from the declaration of intention).

You also might consider ordering copies of the records from the National Archives as it might cost less than ordering from the USCIS. But the USCIS may have more documents in their file than NARA. For information for NARA naturalization records for Illinois see:


Regards,
Joe Beine

--

Kristen McCallum <kmccallum at aapld.org> wrote:

Hello all,

I'm trying to help a researcher fill out a USCIS Genealogy Records Request (Form G-1041A)<
http://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/files/form/g-1041a.pdf>and need some advice. We've identified the certificate number (from Soundex M1285) as* P.28458*. The problem is that the form seems to indicate that the certificate number should begin with a* C* not a* P*. Any ideas how to proceed? The individual was naturalized in the Superior Court in Cook County on March 3, 1919. His name was Antoni Wiktor.

Thanks in advance!
Kristen McCallum  
Reference Librarian  
Algonquin Area Public Library

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140508/ac249760/attachment.html>

From kmccallum at aapld.org  Fri May  9 11:50:37 2014
From: kmccallum at aapld.org (Kristen McCallum)
Date: Fri, 9 May 2014 10:50:37 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Naturalization Certificate Numbers
In-Reply-To: <CAJMCXfzH_Po26y90dTDi1qMeDr1NkLLFxzPe9nSpm4W0U8u4Wug@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAJMCXfzH_Po26y90dTDi1qMeDr1NkLLFxzPe9nSpm4W0U8u4Wug@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAJv_p_VWQ4ourXxf0a9-Yz=7MTgTGFz-fLTXr1WRE1svrP3+RA@mail.gmail.com>

Thanks to everyone who shared their thoughts and resources. I've submitted a email to USCIS to see if the certificate number I have from the soundex is sufficient enough for them to locate the record even though it begins with a P and not a C. If I ever hear back, I will share the "official word" with all of you.

Thanks again!

Kristen McCallum  
Reference Librarian  
Algonquin Area Public Library

On Thu, May 8, 2014 at 4:47 PM, Joe <joe at genesearch.com> wrote:

> Hello Kristen,
> 
> For information about the C-File number you asked about see:
> 
> 
> The information available here may also be helpful for your researcher:
> 
> Cook County Declarations of Intention Index, 1906-1929  
> http://www.cookcountyclerkofcourt.org/NR/about.aspx
> 
> They will likely only have the declaration of intention there. The USCIS should have the declaration as well as the petition. But you can look up Antoni Wiktor in the above linked online Cook County index and it should give his address, place of birth and date of arrival (from the declaration of intention).
> 
> You also might consider ordering copies of the records from the National Archives as it might cost less than ordering from the USCIS. But the USCIS may have more documents in their file than NARA. For information for NARA naturalization records for Illinois see:
> 
> 
> Regards,
> Joe Beine
Kristen McCallum wrote:

Hello all,

I'm trying to help a researcher fill out a USCIS Genealogy Records Request (Form G-1041A) http://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/files/form/g-1041a.pdf and need some advice. We've identified the certificate number (from Soundex M1285) as* P.28458*. The problem is that the form seems to indicate that the certificate number should begin with a* C* not a* P*. Any ideas how to proceed? The individual was naturalized in the Superior Court in Cook County on March 3, 1919. His name was Antoni Wiktor.

Thanks in advance!

Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140509/4dd19157/attachment.html>

From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com  Fri May  9 21:57:44 2014
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri, 9 May 2014 21:57:44 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Naturalization Certificate Numbers
In-Reply-To: <CAJv_p_VWQ4ourXxf0a9-Yz=7MTgTGFz-fLTXr1WRE1svrP3+RA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAJMCXfzH_Po26y90dT1gMeDr1nkLLFxzPe9nSpm4W0U8u4Wug@mail.gmail.com> <CAJv_p_VWQ4ourXxf0a9-Yz=7MTgTGFz-fLTXr1WRE1svrP3+RA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <99B57D37-666A-4D31-8247-CE7EE7F96095@yahoo.com>

Your researcher should spend the $20 to request an index search from USCIS, so that he can submit the G-1041A with real numbers and not invalid information. Requesting an index search can be done online. Start here by reading:
http://www.uscis.gov/history-and-genealogy/genealogy/searching-index#0

The P number is not a certificate number so don't put that number in a C-number spot on the G-1041A. That's pointless.

Claire Kluskens

On May 9, 2014, at 11:50 AM, Kristen McCallum <kmccallum at aapld.org> wrote:
Thanks to everyone who shared their thoughts and resources. I've submitted an email to USCIS to see if the certificate number I have from the soundex is sufficient enough for them to locate the record even though it begins with a P and not a C. If I ever hear back, I will share the "official word" with all of you.

Thanks again!

Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library

On Thu, May 8, 2014 at 4:47 PM, Joe <joe at genesearch.com> wrote:

Hello Kristen,

For information about the C-File number you asked about see:


The information available here may also be helpful for your researcher:

Cook County Declarations of Intention Index, 1906-1929
http://www.cookcountyclerkofcourt.org/NR/about.aspx

They will likely only have the declaration of intention there. The USCIS should have the declaration as well as the petition. But you can look up Antoni Wiktor in the above linked online Cook County index and it should give his address, place of birth and date of arrival (from the declaration of intention).

You also might consider ordering copies of the records from the National Archives as it might cost less than ordering from the USCIS. But the USCIS may have more documents in their file than NARA. For information for NARA naturalization records for Illinois see:


Regards,
Joe Beine

Online Naturalization Records and Indexes - USA
http://www.germanroots.com/naturalization.html

Kristen McCallum <kmccallum at aapld.org> wrote:

Hello all,

I'm trying to help a researcher fill out a USCIS Genealogy Records Request (Form G-1041A)<http://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/files/form/g-1041a.pdf>and need some advice. We've identified the certificate number (from Soundex M1285) as* P.28458*. The problem is that the form seems to indicate that the certificate number should begin with a* C* not a* P*. Any ideas how to proceed? The individual was naturalized in the Superior Court in Cook County on March 3, 1919. His name was Antoni Wiktor.
Hello Genealib fellows.

We are considering discarding our copies of Everton's Genealogical Helper, but wanted to hear from the collective wisdom first.

Do you still keep your copies? If so, why?

Do your patrons still request or use it?

Is it still relevant to keep it around?

We need to make space for a large church records collection we received. It's either Everton's or Oklahoma church records.

Any thoughts you can share would be deeply appreciated.

Patricia Nunes Jones

Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105

<http://www.okhistory.org/> www.okhistory.org

(405) 522-4025
With that choice, I'd ditch Everton's.

From larryo at evpl.org Tue May 13 10:32:15 2014
From: larryo at evpl.org (Oathout, Larry)
Date: Tue, 13 May 2014 14:32:15 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?
In-Reply-To: <8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F726158@Contra.wals.local>
References: <8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F726158@Contra.wals.local>
Message-ID: <05903BF09C67D44598DA9D0352D281881271ADE4@Bravo2.evpl.scb>

With that choice, I'd kick Everton's to the curb.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:30 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?

With that choice, I'd ditch Everton's.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Patricia Jones
Sent: Saturday, May 10, 2014 10:21 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Subject: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?

Hello Genealib fellows.
We are considering discarding our copies of Everton's Genealogical Helper, but wanted to hear from the collective wisdom first.
Do you still keep your copies? If so, why?
Do your patrons still request or use it?
Is it still relevant to keep it around?
We need to make space for a large church records collection we received. It's either Everton's or Oklahoma church records...
Any thoughts you can share would be deeply appreciated.

Patricia Nunes Jones
Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105
www.okhistory.org<http://www.okhistory.org/>
(405) 522-4025

--
This message has been scanned for viruses and dangerous content by MailScanner<http://www.mailscanner.info/>, and is believed to be clean.
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140513/9926aa2d/attachment.html>
-------------- next part --------------
A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 10808 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140513/9926aa2d/attachment.jpg>
I would generally have checked Worldcat to see who owns copies of Everton's. While it is difficult for a history librarian to throw anything out, it has served its purpose and in 2014 has been superseded.

Larry Naukam

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 10:32 AM, Oathout, Larry <larryo at evpl.org> wrote:

> With that choice, I'd kick Everton's to the curb.
>
> Larry Oathout
>
> Chief Operations Officer
>
> Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
>
> 200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
>
> Evansville, IN. 47713
>
> 812-428-8244
>
> [image: Description: redefined-email-signature2]

> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Mara Munroe
> *Sent:* Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:30 AM
> *To:* 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
> *Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?
>
> With that choice, I'd ditch Everton's.
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Patricia Jones
> *Sent:* Saturday, May 10, 2014 10:21 AM
> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> *Subject:* [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?
Hello Genealib fellows.

We are considering discarding our copies of Everton’s Genealogical Helper, but wanted to hear from the collective wisdom first.

Do you still keep your copies? If so, why?

Do your patrons still request or use it?

Is it still relevant to keep it around?

We need to make space for a large church records collection we received.

It’s either Everton’s or Oklahoma church records?

Any thoughts you can share would be deeply appreciated.

*Patricia Nunes Jones*

Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105

*www.okhistory.org* <http://www.okhistory.org/>*

(405) 522-4025

--

This message has been scanned for viruses and dangerous content by *MailScanner* <http://www.mailscanner.info/>, and is believed to be clean.

---

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
ghttp://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From egrundset at dar.org  Tue May 13 11:10:38 2014
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Tue, 13 May 2014 15:10:38 +0000
Larry,

We haven't gotten any issues since January 2009. Your email says it was suspended as of this year. Has anyone received issues since January 2009?

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:04 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?

I would generally have checked Worldcat to see who owns copies of Everton's. While it is difficult for a history librarian to throw anything out, it has served its purpose and in 2014 has been superseded.

Larry Naukam

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 10:32 AM, Oathout, Larry <larryo at evpl.org>

With that choice, I'd kick Everton's to the curb.

Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-8244<tel:812-428-8244>

With that choice, I'd ditch Everton's.
Of Patricia Jones
Sent: Saturday, May 10, 2014 10:21 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?

Hello Genealib fellows.
We are considering discarding our copies of Everton's Genealogical Helper, but wanted to hear from the collective wisdom first.
Do you still keep your copies? If so, why?
Do your patrons still request or use it?
Is it still relevant to keep it around?
We need to make space for a large church records collection we received. It's either Everton's or Oklahoma church records?
Any thoughts you can share would be deeply appreciated.

Patricia Nunes Jones
Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105
www.okhistory.org
(405) 522-4025

--
This message has been scanned for viruses and dangerous content by MailScanner, and is believed to be clean.

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From chunter at chestateelibrary.org  Tue May 13 11:18:00 2014
From: chunter at chestateelibrary.org (Colby Hunter)
Date: Tue, 13 May 2014 11:18:00 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?
In-Reply-To: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E941E7F7F@Mail3.darlib.org>
References: <025601cf6c63$7a315810$956186f0$@okhistory.org>
           <8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F726158@Contra.wals.local>
           <05903BF09C67D44598DA9D0352281881271A9E4@Bravo2.evpl.scb>
           <CAKEoNhoCm_U0B8u3hd2aU3kP0qKjihJE7XVO8L2EqTq51AxPAQ@mail.gmail.com>
           <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E941E7F7F@Mail3.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <003201cf6ebe$b87208250$956186f0$@chestateelibrary.org>
We stop receiving them in 2009 as well. Last year I opted to getting rid of them to make room for other collections as well.

Colby Hunter
Information Specialist
Dawson County Public Library
342 Allen Street
Dawsonville, GA 30534
(706)344-3690 ext. 26 (p)
(706)344-3691 (f)

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Grundset, Eric
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:11 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?

Larry,

We haven't gotten any issues since January 2009. Your email says it was suspended as of this year. Has anyone received issues since January 2009?

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org
I would generally have checked Worldcat to see who owns copies of Everton's. While it is difficult for a history librarian to throw anything out, it has served its purpose and in 2014 has been superseded.

Larry Naukam

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 10:32 AM, Oathout, Larry <larryo at evpl.org> wrote:

With that choice, I?d kick Everton?s to the curb.

Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-8244
Description: redefined-email-signature2

With that choice, I?d ditch Everton?s.
Hello Genealib fellows.

We are considering discarding our copies of Everton?s Genealogical Helper, but wanted to hear from the collective wisdom first.

Do you still keep your copies? If so, why?
Do your patrons still request or use it?
Is it still relevant to keep it around?
We need to make space for a large church records collection we received.
It?s either Everton?s or Oklahoma church records?
Any thoughts you can share would be deeply appreciated.

Patricia Nunes Jones

Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105

<http://www.okhistory.org/> www.okhistory.org

(405) 522-4025 <tel:%28405%29%20522-4025>

--
This message has been scanned for viruses and
dangerous content by <http://www.mailscanner.info/> MailScanner, and is
believed to be clean.
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I looked in our local societies newsletter where our local subscriber notes that he had not gotten any past Jan 2009. My friend Leland Meitzler wrote about this in: http://www.genealogyblog.com/?p=5679

Larry Naukam

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 11:10 AM, Grundset, Eric <egrundset at dar.org> wrote:

> Larry,
> >
> > We haven’t gotten any issues since January 2009. Your email says it was
> > suspended as of this year. Has anyone received issues since January 2009?
> >
> > Eric
> >
> >
> > Eric G. Grundset
> > Library Director
> > DAR Library
> > National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
> > 1776 D Street, N. W.
> > Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
> > 202.879-3313
> > egrundset at dar.org
> >
> > *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> > genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *genbook
> > *Sent:* Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:04 AM
> > *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
I would generally have checked Worldcat to see who owns copies of Everton's. While it is difficult for a history librarian to throw anything out, it has served its purpose and in 2014 has been superseded.

Larry Naukam

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 10:32 AM, Oathout, Larry <larryo at evpl.org> wrote:

With that choice, I'd kick Everton's to the curb.

Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-8244

With that choice, I'd ditch Everton's.

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Mara Munroe
*Sent:* Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:30 AM
*To:* 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?

Hello Genealib fellows.

We are considering discarding our copies of Everton's Genealogical Helper,
but wanted to hear from the collective wisdom first.

Do you still keep your copies? If so, why?

Do your patrons still request or use it?

Is it still relevant to keep it around?

We need to make space for a large church records collection we received.

It's either Everton's or Oklahoma church records?

Any thoughts you can share would be deeply appreciated.

*Patricia Nunes Jones*

Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105

*www.okhistory.org* <http://www.okhistory.org/>*

(405) 522-4025

--
This message has been scanned for viruses and
dangerous content by *MailScanner* <http://www.mailscanner.info/>, and is
believed to be clean.
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Thank you so much for all your responses!

It is amazing how much knowledge and help we get from Genealib members!

Everton's is going away. It was a tough decision to make, and I thank you for offering us different perspectives on this matter.

Patricia Nunes Jones
Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105

<http://www.okhistory.org/> www.okhistory.org
(405) 522-4025
If anyone does decide to dispose of their sets, we are missing (hard to believe) volumes 1-4 and would appreciate having them to complete our permanently set stored in the basement.

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrandset at dar.org>

I looked in our local societies newsletter where our local subscriber notes that he had not gotten any past Jan 2009. My friend Leland Meitzler wrote about this in:
http://www.genealogyblog.com/?p=5679

Larry Naukam

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 11:10 AM, Grundset, Eric <egrandset at dar.org<mailto:egrandset at dar.org>> wrote:
Larry,
We haven’t gotten any issues since January 2009. Your email says it was suspended as of this year. Has anyone received issues since January 2009?

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313<tel:202.879-3313>
eggrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>

Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:04 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?

I would generally have checked Worldcat to see who owns copies of Everton's. While it is difficult for a history librarian to throw anything out, it has served its purpose and in 2014 has been superseded.

Larry Naukam

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 10:32 AM, Oathout, Larry <larryo at evpl.org<mailto:larryo at evpl.org>> wrote:
With that choice, I’d kick Everton’s to the curb.

Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-8244<tel:812-428-8244>

Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:30 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?

With that choice, I’d ditch Everton’s.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf Of Patricia Jones
Sent: Saturday, May 10, 2014 10:21 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?

Hello Genealib fellows.
We are considering discarding our copies of Everton's Genealogical Helper, but wanted to hear from the collective wisdom first.
Do you still keep your copies? If so, why?
Do your patrons still request or use it?
Is it still relevant to keep it around?
We need to make space for a large church records collection we received. It's either Everton's or Oklahoma church records?
Any thoughts you can share would be deeply appreciated.

Patricia Nunes Jones
Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105
www.okhistory.org
(405) 522-4025

--
This message has been scanned for viruses and dangerous content by MailScanner, and is believed to be clean.
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From pjones at okhistory.org  Tue May 13 13:38:59 2014
From: pjones at okhistory.org (Patricia Jones)
Date: Tue, 13 May 2014 12:38:59 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?
In-Reply-To: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E941E8032@mail3.darlib.org>
References:
<025601cf6c63$7a315810$6e940830$@okhistory.org><8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F726150@Contra.wals.local><05903BF09C67D44598DA9D0352D281881271ADE4@Bravo2.evpl.scb><CAKEoNhUGCm_U0B8u3hd2aU3kP0qKjhhjE7XVO8L2EqTq51AxPAQ@mail.gmail.com><B54010CB40>
Eric,

We have only v.8-61.

If we had the volumes you requested, they would be yours for the cost of postage.

Patricia Nunes Jones

Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105

<http://www.okhistory.org/> www.okhistory.org
(405) 522-4025

If anyone does decide to dispose of their sets, we are missing (hard to believe) volumes 1-4 and would appreciate having them to complete our permanently set stored in the basement.

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org
I looked in our local societies newsletter where our local subscriber notes that he had not gotten any past Jan 2009. My friend Leland Meitzler wrote about this in: http://www.genealogyblog.com/?p=5679

Larry Naukam

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 11:10 AM, Grundset, Eric <egrundset at dar.org> wrote:

Larry,

We haven't gotten any issues since January 2009. Your email says it was suspended as of this year. Has anyone received issues since January 2009?

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrandset at dar.org
I would generally have checked Worldcat to see who owns copies of Everton's. While it is difficult for a history librarian to throw anything out, it has served its purpose and in 2014 has been superseded.

Larry Naukam

On Tue, May 13, 2014 at 10:32 AM, Oathout, Larry <larryo at evpl.org> wrote:
With that choice, I?d kick Everton?s to the curb.

Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-8244
Description: redefined-email-signature2

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:30 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?

With that choice, I?d ditch Everton?s.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Patricia Jones
Sent: Saturday, May 10, 2014 10:21 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Discard Everton's Genealogical Helper?

Hello Genealib fellows.

We are considering discarding our copies of Everton's Genealogical Helper, but wanted to hear from the collective wisdom first.

Do you still keep your copies? If so, why?
Do your patrons still request or use it?
Is it still relevant to keep it around?
We need to make space for a large church records collection we received.
It's either Everton's or Oklahoma church records?
Any thoughts you can share would be deeply appreciated.

Patricia Nunes Jones
Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105
<http://www.okhistory.org/> www.okhistory.org
(405) 522-4025 <tel:%28405%29%20522-4025>

--
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THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
This series of 33 volumes covers all the European Royal Dynasties and their descendants. They provide a full royal genealogy laid out in inter-connecting royal family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. The books cover the reigning monarchies of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the former monarchies of Europe. They include the British Royal House, now the House of Windsor, descended from Queen Victoria, and the British dynasties of Stuart, Hanover and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. The dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg, Bonaparte and Bourbon have separate books on each, together with the Monarchies of Scandinavia, the Benelux, Liechtenstein, Iberia, Monaco, Italy and the Balkans, and the former German Kingdoms, and Grand Duchies. In all cases the full descent is shown, extending to related noble and commoner families, in Britain, across Europe, and in the U.S.A, Canada, Australia and Latin America. They are an essential source of information for genealogists providing details right down to the present day.

In particular, they are a source of detailed information on German Royal and Noble dynasties.

The relevant 10 German/Austrian volumes are:

The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY

The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: In respect of the Habsburg Dynasty in Tuscany and Modena.

The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO

The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY

The German Kingdoms of Württemberg and HANOVER

The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg / Mountbatten

The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.

The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH

The full list of volumes in this series:

GREAT BRITAIN

Volume 1 - The Descendants of H.M. Queen Victoria.

Volume 2 - The Families of the British Consorts.

Volume 3 - The Descendants of King George III including the Fitz-Clarence family.

Volume 4 - The Descendants of King George II, the Collateral lines. - 2 volumes

Volume 5 - The Descendants of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover connection.
The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN - 9 volumes

Volume 1 - Preface and the Legitimist Line from King James I to the present day, and Index

Volume 2 - The Lines descended from Countess Palatine Charlotte von Simmern, Duchess of Orleans.

Volume 3 - The Lines descended from Ludwig Otto, 5th Prince of Salm. - 2 volumes

Volume 4 - The Lines descended from Princess Eleonore of Salm and the 1st Duke of Ursel - 2 volumes

Volume 5 - The Lines descended from Princess Amelie of Saxony and Carlos III, King of Spain.

Volume 6 - The Lines descended from Lady Frederica Schomberg and the 3rd Earl of Holderness.

Volume 7 - The Lines descended from Lady Mary Schomberg and Christoph Martin II, Imperial Count of Degenfeld-Schonburg.

SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA

The BENELUX MONARCHIES: The Netherlands Belgium Luxembourg

The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES: Denmark Sweden Norway

The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia, Montenegro, Albania, Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.

The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE

The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE

The BOURBON Dynasty of SPAIN

The BRAGANÇA Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL

The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY

The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes

The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA

The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO

The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY

The German Kingdoms of Wurttemberg and HANOVER

The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg / Mountbatten

The German Grand Duchies of OLDBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.

The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH

Says Patricia Arnold, publisher of the series, "Books may be bought individually,
or in groups (e.g. The British 6, Stuart 9, German 10 set). Payment may be made by 
check, credit card or bankers payment, and we can receive a direct purchase, or we 
could despatch the book with an invoice. We will respond to enquiries concerning 
specific orders.

"We offer a discount of 20% to U.S. Libraries:

All books are priced at GBP (British Pounds) ? 38.00 (US$ 64.00 at today's exchange 
rate).
A delivery charge of GBP ? 5.00 (US$ 8.41) is added to each order (regardless of 
the number of books) for packaging and delivery (by air mail or courier)

The easiest purchasing method is through the website: 
http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
Purchase the books normally. To obtain the discount, type in the coupon code USL 
(U.S. Libraries) when asked.
The total price will be charged to your credit or debit card through PayPal.
Payments by check in U.S. Dollars should be calculated (e-mail us to confirm exact 
amount) and checks should be made payable to Patricia Arnold

Bankers Payments should be made to our account in England (e-mail us for details).

Orders for despatch with an invoice should be made directly by e-mail ro us, and a 
quote will be made.

We hope you will purchase these books which will help you and your readers with 
your genealogical research, and add value to your collection

Yours ever

Patricia

PATRICIA ARNOLD
Publisher of
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
series of genealogical books

243 London Road
West Malling, Kent
ME19 5AD
England.

Tel & fax: +44 (0) 1732 848388
e-mail: royalhouses at uwclub.net
website: http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
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From mkmannix at gmail.com  Wed May 21 10:02:16 2014
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed, 21 May 2014 10:02:16 -0400
Message-ID: <CAPXojw97b5VFUs-OwOVwePxrPwpPG0YTzKzJ0VQq_fkd_BXoyjA@mail.gmail.com>
Hello All,

I am attempting to locate phone books for the following cities\towns in California in the mid to late 20th century.

Compton, CA 1975
Eureka, CA 1983
Grass Valley, CA 1989

If anyone happens to have one or more of them in their collection I would be most appreciative if you would drop me a line. Or, if you have any ideas of likely collections. I have been investigating the obvious public libraries in question. And, yes, I have looked in Ancestry's City Directory collection.

I attempting to confirm the spelling of a last name that appears differently, twice quite differently, in three different obituaries of immediate family members. This is an aunt my patron did not know existed until we found here very young in the census. She reappears 60 years later in the obits for her mother and brothers. Until the obits we were thinking she died, haven't found other records for her yet. I know ... more than you need to know. :)

Thanks!! for any thoughts!!

Mary M.

--
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD

From RzepczynskiK at michigan.gov Wed May 21 10:15:36 2014
From: RzepczynskiK at michigan.gov (Rzepczynski, Kris (DNR))
Date: Wed, 21 May 2014 14:15:36 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Abrams Seminar, Lansing (MI), July 18-19, featuring Michael Leclerc
Message-ID: <36341685e2aa44509b7357379075a4f2@BN1PR09MB108.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

Colleagues,

Perhaps of interest if you or your patrons are in or around Michigan in mid-July.

Featuring Michael Leclerc, Chief Genealogist at Mocavo, the Abrams Foundation Family History Seminar will be held in Lansing (MI) on July 18-19. Brought to you by the Archives of Michigan and the Michigan Genealogical Council, the event's information, program schedule, and registration page can all be found here: https://seekingmichigan.org/events/2014-abrams-foundation-family-history-seminar.

With a terrific lineup of programs and speakers, we are looking forward to a fantastic event.

Please feel free to email me with any questions about the event. Thank you.
Allen County P.L. in Ft. Wayne has some CA city directories, I think. What towns and years, I really don't know but it may be worth checking. Also...have you tried your state library? Just a thought,

Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

I am attempting to locate phone books for the following cities\towns in California in the mid to late 20th century.

Compton, CA 1975
Eureka, CA 1983
Grass Valley, CA 1989

If anyone happens to have one or more of them in their collection I would be most appreciative if you would drop me a line. Or, if you have any ideas of likely collections. I have been investigating the obvious public libraries in question. And, yes, I have looked in Ancestry's City Directory collection.

I attempting to confirm the spelling of a last name that appears differently, twice quite differently, in three different obituaries of immediate family members. This is an aunt my patron did not know existed until we found her very young in the census. She reappears 60 years later in the obits for her mother and brothers. Until the obits we were thinking she died, haven't found other records for her yet. I know ... more than you need to know. :)

Thanks!! for any thoughts!!

Mary M.
The Olympia Genealogical Society has a run of Connecticut Nutmeggers free for postage.

Take any or all.


- Missing numbers are: Volume 22 Nos. 1 and 4
- Volume 23 Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4
- Volume 25 No. 1
- Volume 26 No. 1
- Volume 27 No. 1
- Volume 28 No. 1
- Volume 29 No. 1
- Volume 30 No. 1
- Volume 31 No. 1
- Volume 32 No. 2
- Volume 33 No. 2
- Volume 34 No. 2
- Volume 35 No. 2
- Volume 36 No. 2
- Volume 37 No. 2
- Volume 38 No. 2

**Other Nutmeggers available:**

- Volume 12 Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4
- Volume 13 Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4

**Also available:** Nutmegger Index for Volume 29.

**Contact:** Patricia C. Harper
olygen74 at gmail.com
I have a patron who is seeking information and records, if any, specifically on German Military associated with the Boxer Rebellion. Does anyone know of any sites that might help her with her search?

Thank you.

Alice Hayes
Library Technical Assistant
Adult Services
Crystal Lake Public Library
126 Paddock Street
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
815 526 5149
www.clpl.org

Your Community Place for Lifelong Learning

Alice,

You might try the following:

British Royal Marines and US Marines sites associated with the Boxer Rebellion. All of the legations were united under the command of the British and US Marines. In addition, the Consulate papers (located at the National Archives of England and the United States) for both England and the United States would have detail accounts of the Boxer Rebellion, and would list the various other legations that supplied troops, and supplies to the joint British and US commands. It was the British and US Consulates that provided the best protection of all foreign nationals during the Boxer Rebellion. Hope that helps.

Mike

Sent from my iPad

> On May 21, 2014, at 16:10, "Hayes, Alice" <ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org> wrote:
> 
> I have a patron who is seeking information and records, if any, specifically on
German Military associated with the Boxer Rebellion. Does anyone know of any sites that might help her with her search?

> Thank you.
> Alice Hayes
> Library Technical Assistant
> Adult Services
> Crystal Lake Public Library
> 126 Paddock Street
> Crystal Lake, IL 60014
> 815 526 5149
> https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v1/url?u=http://www.clpl.org/&k=wlPCrglRP6kzT4RbABWMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=5KQXF6eBgpuZThF%2BgznXgEtxAW0v%2B8SeA7LDZAgqbuU%3D
%0A&m=1dS8NWd3ynL0NgNDTN50AE214LS9dET0ycdABGyicvU%3D
%0A&s=29f981758076d854d72497feaf67083399cddeb2f2de46a550c3cf05da570341
> Your Community Place for Lifelong Learning
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v1/url?u=http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib&k=wlPCrglRP6kzT4RbABWMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=5KQXF6eBgpuZThF%2BgznXgEtxAW0v%2B8SeA7LDZAgqbuU%3D
%0A&m=1dS8NWd3ynL0NgNDTN50AE214LS9dET0ycdABGyicvU%3D
%0A&s=72cfb433564ccd5c085963ae7736b6c6e8abf4b112ea942b3a185c4c09cc4cf7

NOTICE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.

From ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org  Wed May 21 18:36:52 2014
From: ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org (Hayes, Alice)
Date: Wed, 21 May 2014 22:36:52 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] sites for German military info
In-Reply-To: <7F243B49-D5EA-4B39-9F09-89CE8EE5F900@familysearch.org>
References: <C779D71029CCCA4A882C9282F2594A34339BB60D5@NITRO.crlake.lib.il.us>,<7F243B49-D5EA-4B39-9F09-89CE8EE5F900@familysearch.org>
Message-ID: <C779D71029CCCA4A882C9282F2594A34339BB70B@NITRO.crlake.lib.il.us>

Thank you I will pass this on to my patron. Does this give only British and American info or does it supply German information as well? I think she is specifically looking for German information. I will tell her about this so that she can check it out. Appreciate the input.

Alice Hayes
Library Technical Assistant
Adult Services
Crystal Lake Public Library
126 Paddock Street
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
815 526 5149
www.clpl.org
Alice,

You might try the following:

British Royal Marines and US Marines sites associated with the Boxer Rebellion. All of the legations were united under the command of the British and US Marines. In addition, the Consulate papers (located at the National Archives of England and the United States) for both England and the United States would have detail accounts of the Boxer Rebellion, and would list the various other legations that supplied troops, and supplies to the joint British and US commands. It was the British and US Consulates that provided the best protection of all foreign nationals during the Boxer Rebellion. Hope that helps.

Mike

Sent from my iPad

> On May 21, 2014, at 16:10, "Hayes, Alice" <ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org> wrote:
> 
> I have a patron who is seeking information and records, if any, specifically on German Military associated with the Boxer Rebellion. Does anyone know of any sites that might help her with her search?
> 
> Thank you.
>
> Alice Hayes
> Library Technical Assistant
> Adult Services
> Crystal Lake Public Library
> 126 Paddock Street
> Crystal Lake, IL 60014
> 815 526 5149
>
> https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v1/url?u=http://www.clpl.org/&k=wlPCrglRP6kzT4RbABwMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=5KQXF6eB6puZThF%2Bgz0XgETxW0lv%2B8SeA7LDZAgqbU%3D
> %0A&m=1dS8Nw3ynLO0gNDTNN50AE214LS9eTED0ycdABGyicvU%3D
> %0A&s=29f98175076d854d72497f0af67083399cdde2f2e46a550c3cf05da570341
> 
> Your Community Place for Lifelong Learning
>  _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v1/url?u=http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib&k=wlPCrglRP6kzT4RbABwMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=5KQXF6eB6puZThF
> %2Bgz0XgETxW0lv%2B8SeA7LDZAgqbU%3D
> %0A&m=1dS8Nw3ynLO0gNDTNN50AE214LS9eTED0ycdABGyicvU%3D
> %0A&s=72cfb433564c5085963ae7736b6c6e8abf4b112ea942b3a185c4c09cc4cf7
Alice -
I only have one link regarding the Boxer Rebellion:
http://genealogy-quest.com/military-records/boxer-rebellion/

Cyndi

*Cyndi Ingle*
*Owner*
*, Cyndi's List*cyndi at cyndislist.com
From ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org  Wed May 21 18:40:45 2014
From: ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org (Hayes, Alice)
Date: Wed, 21 May 2014 22:40:45 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] sites for German military info
In-Reply-To: <CAHL=V1QZfEBCL-vU12q2S8kGSizN=CG2evG1fm7HqkZUXiC37g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <C779D71029CCCA4A882C9282F2594A34339BB6D5@NITRO.crlake.lib.il.us>,
           <CAHL=V1QZfEBCL-vU12q2S8kGSizN=CG2evG1fm7HqkZUXiC37g@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <C779D71029CCCA4A882C9282F2594A34339BB738@NITRO.crlake.lib.il.us>

Thank you so much, I will pass this one on as well.

Alice Hayes
Library Technical Assistant
Adult Services
Crystal Lake Public Library
126 Paddock Street
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
815 526 5149
www.clpl.org

Your Community Place for Lifelong Learning

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Cyndi Ingle [cyndi at cyndislist.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 5:39 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] sites for German military info

Alice -
I only have one link regarding the Boxer Rebellion:
http://genealogy-quest.com/military-records/boxer-rebellion/

Cyndi

Cyndi Ingle
Owner, Cyndi's List
cyndi at cyndislist.com<mailto:cyndi at cyndislist.com>

[logo]

Donations:
On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 3:09 PM, Hayes, Alice <ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org> wrote:
I have a patron who is seeking information and records, if any, specifically on
German Military associated with the Boxer Rebellion. Does anyone know of any sites
that might help her with her search?

Thank you.

Alice Hayes
Library Technical Assistant
Adult Services
Crystal Lake Public Library
126 Paddock Street
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
815 526 5149<tel:815%20526%205149>
www.clpl.org<http://www.clpl.org>

Your Community Place for Lifelong Learning

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From HallMJ at familysearch.org  Wed May 21 19:01:11 2014
From: HallMJ at familysearch.org (Michael J. Hall)
Date: Wed, 21 May 2014 23:01:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] sites for German military info
In-Reply-To: <C779D71029CCCA4A882C9282F2594A34339BB70B@NITRO.crlake.lib.il.us>
References: <C779D71029CCCA4A882C9282F2594A34339BB6D5@NITRO.crlake.lib.il.us>,
               <7F243B49-D5EA-4B39-9F09-89CE8EE5F900@familysearch.org>,
               <C779D71029CCCA4A882C9282F2594A34339BB70B@NITRO.crlake.lib.il.us>
Message-ID: <9E6A5D17-B430-4032-8F45-C041FAE2D02D@familysearch.org>

It will give all (British, American, German, Italian, French, Russian, Austrian,
and Japanese)

Sent from my iPad

> On May 21, 2014, at 16:37, "Hayes, Alice" <ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org> wrote:
> Thank you I will pass this on to my patron. Does this give only British and
> American info or does it supply German information as well? I think she is
> specifically looking for German information. I will tell her about this so that
> she can check it out. Appreciate the input.
> Alice Hayes
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Michael J. Hall [HallMJ at familysearch.org]
Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 5:17 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] sites for German military info

Alice,

You might try the following:

British Royal Marines and US Marines sites associated with the Boxer Rebellion. All of the legations were united under the command of the British and US Marines. In addition, the Consulate papers (located at the National Archives of England and the United States) for both England and the United States would have detailed accounts of the British and US Marines, and would list the various other legations that supplied troops, and supplies to the joint British and US commands. It was the British and US Consulates that provided the best protection of all foreign nationals during the Boxer Rebellion. Hope that helps.

Mike

Sent from my iPad

>> On May 21, 2014, at 16:10, "Hayes, Alice" <ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org> wrote:
>>
>> I have a patron who is seeking information and records, if any, specifically on German Military associated with the Boxer Rebellion. Does anyone know of any sites that might help her with her search?
>>
>> Thank you.
>>> Alice Hayes
>>> Library Technical Assistant
>>> Adult Services
>>> Crystal Lake Public Library
>>> 126 Paddock Street
>>> Crystal Lake, IL 60014
>>> 815 526 5149
>>>
Great, thanks.

Alice Hayes
Library Technical Assistant
Adult Services
Crystal Lake Public Library
126 Paddock Street
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Michael J. Hall [HallMJ at familysearch.org]
Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 5:17 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] sites for German military info

It will give all (British, American, German, Italian, French, Russian, Austrian, and Japanese)

Sent from my iPad

> On May 21, 2014, at 16:37, "Hayes, Alice" <ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org> wrote:
> Thank you I will pass this on to my patron. Does this give only British and American info or does it supply German information as well? I think she is specifically looking for German information. I will tell her about this so that she can check it out. Appreciate the input.
> Alice Hayes
> Library Technical Assistant
> Adult Services
> Crystal Lake Public Library
> 126 Paddock Street
> Crystal Lake, IL 60014
> 815 526 5149
> https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v1/url?u=http://www.clpl.org/&k=wlPCrglRP6kzT4RbABwMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=5KQXF6eBGpuZThF%2BgznXgETxAWO1v%2B8SeA7LDZAgqbU%3D%0A&m=uyxm5j4K32nxPIt9FinGYSzei1qsoeizY1h%2F1mq%2Fss%3D%0A&s=9e6cfc251b53f58de42eac1a2316c79e7a3327d9bc2084ae825ca362f754f16
> Your Community Place for Lifelong Learning
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Michael J. Hall [HallMJ at familysearch.org]
> Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 6:01 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] sites for German military info
>
> It will give all (British, American, German, Italian, French, Russian, Austrian, and Japanese)

> British Royal Marines and US Marines sites associated with the Boxer Rebellion. All of the legations were united under the command of the British and US Marines. In addition, the Consulate papers (located at the National Archives of England and the United States) for both England and the United States would have detail accounts of the Boxer Rebellion, and would list the various other legations that supplied troops, and supplies to the joint British and US commands. It was the British and US Consulates that provided the best protection of all foreign
nationals during the Boxer Rebellion. Hope that helps.

> Mike
> Sent from my iPad

>> On May 21, 2014, at 16:10, "Hayes, Alice" <ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org> wrote:
>>
>> I have a patron who is seeking information and records, if any, specifically on
> German Military associated with the Boxer Rebellion. Does anyone know of any sites
that might help her with her search?
>>
>> Thank you.
>>
>> Alice Hayes
>> Library Technical Assistant
>> Adult Services
>> Crystal Lake Public Library
>> 126 Paddock Street
>> Crystal Lake, IL 60014
>> 815 526 5149
>>
>BWMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=5KQXF6eBGpuZThF%2BgznXgETxAW0lv%2B8SeA7LDZAgqbU%3D
>%0A&m=1dS8Nw43ynL0NgNDTN50AE214LS9dET0ycdABGy1cvU%3D
>%0A&s=29f981758076d85d742497feeaf67083399cddeb2f2de46a550c3cf05da570341
>>
>> Your Community Place for Lifelong Learning
>>______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>BWMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=5KQXF6eBGpuZThF%2BgznXgETxAW0lv%2B8SeA7LDZAgqbU%3D
>%0A&m=1dS8Nw43ynL0NgNDTN50AE214LS9dET0ycdABGy1cvU%3D
>%0A&s=72cfb433564ccd5c069563ae7736b6c6e8abf4b112ea942b3a185c4c09cc4cf7
>
>> NOTICE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and
may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original
message.

---------------------------------------------
Mailing List for Family History Enthusiasts
http://listserver.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

---

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>BWMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=5KQXF6eBGpuZThF%2BgznXgETxAW0lv%2B8SeA7LDZAgqbU%3D%0A&m=uyxm5j4K32nxPIt9FinGYSzeii1qsoeizY1h%2FImg
%2Fss%3D%0A&s=e64dc4f5fc2cc4f2df24b04d8c96bc0ddff6561ebbb5d6f610d2f295c6cef40db613

---

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>BWMaw%3D%3D%0A&r=5KQXF6eBGpuZThF%2BgznXgETxAW0lv%2B8SeA7LDZAgqbU%3D%0A&m=uyxm5j4K32nxPIt9FinGYSzeii1qsoeizY1h%2FImg
%2Fss%3D%0A&s=e64dc4f5fc2cc4f2df24b04d8c96bc0ddff6561ebbb5d6f610d2f295c6cef40db613
From rbh25 at comcast.net Wed May 21 23:03:47 2014
From: rbh25 at comcast.net (Rob & Pat Harper)
Date: Wed, 21 May 2014 20:03:47 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Kentucky Microfilm
Message-ID: <000001cf756a$73df7040$5b9e50c0$@net>

The Olympia Genealogical Society has two identical rolls of microfilm available for postage.


Patricia C. Harper
olygen74 at gmail.com

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140521/cdfa68cf/attachment.html>

From rbh25 at comcast.net Thu May 22 15:29:10 2014
From: rbh25 at comcast.net (Rob & Pat Harper)
Date: Thu, 22 May 2014 12:29:10 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS Registers for Postage
Message-ID: <000001cf75f4$1b8fc270$52af4750$@net>

Good Morning,

The Olympia Genealogical Society has the following volumes of the New England Historical and Genealogical Register free for postage:

1986 Vol. 140 Complete
1987 Vol. 141 Jan. & April only
1991 Vol. 145 July & Oct. only
1992 Vol. 146 Complete
1993 Vol. 147 Complete
1994 Vol. 148  Jan, Apr & Oct only
1995 Vol. 149 Complete
1996 Vol. 150 Jan, Apr & July only
1997 Vol. 151 Apr, July & Oct
1998 Vol. 152 Apr, July & Oct
1999 Vol. 153 July only
2002 Vol. 156 Complete
2003 Vol. 157 Complete
2005 Vol. 159 Oct only

Olympia Genealogical Society
olygen74 at gmail.com
Patricia C. Harper
Also selling duplicate books in our Amazon shop:

--
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Thu May 22 16:16:03 2014
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Thu, 22 May 2014 20:16:03 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS Registers for Postage
In-Reply-To: <000001cf75f4$1b8fc270$52af4750$@net>
References: <000001cf75f4$1b8fc270$52af4750$@net>
Message-ID: <8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F7468CF@Contra.wals.local>

Oshkosh Public Library could use Jan 2003 NEHGS Register.

Mara Munroe

Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 2:29 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS Registers for Postage
Good Morning,

The Olympia Genealogical Society has the following volumes of the New England Historical and Genealogical Register free for postage:

1986 Vol. 140 Complete
1987 Vol. 141 Jan. & April only
1991 Vol. 145 July & Oct. only
1992 Vol. 146 Complete
1993 Vol. 147 Complete
1994 Vol. 148 Jan, Apr & Oct only
1995 Vol. 149 Complete
1996 Vol. 150 Jan, Apr & July only
1997 Vol. 151 Apr, July & Oct
1998 Vol. 152 Apr, July & Oct
1999 Vol. 153 July only
2002 Vol. 156 Complete
2003 Vol. 157 Complete
2005 Vol. 159 Oct only

Olympia Genealogical Society
olygen74 at gmail.com
Patricia C. Harper
Also selling duplicate books in our Amazon shop:

--
This message has been scanned for viruses and
dangerous content by MailScanner<http://www.mailscanner.info/>, and is
believed to be clean.
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140522/4a255b41/attachment.html>

From rbh25 at comcast.net Thu May 22 16:29:04 2014
From: rbh25 at comcast.net (Rob & Pat Harper)
Date: Thu, 22 May 2014 13:29:04 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS Registers for Postage
In-Reply-To: <8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F7468CF@Contra.wals.local>
References: <000001cf75f4$s1b8fc270s$52af4750s$@net>
                     <8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F7468CF@Contra.wals.local>
Message-ID: <000901cf75fc$79e20e20$6da62a60$@net>

I will sent it out and email the postage receipt.

Pat Harper

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 1:16 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NEHGS Registers for Postage
Oshkosh Public Library could use Jan 2003 NEHGS Register.

Mara Munroe

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 2:29 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] NEHGS Registers for Postage

Good Morning,

   The Olympia Genealogical Society has the following volumes of the New England Historical and Genealogical Register free for postage:

   1986 Vol. 140 Complete
   1987 Vol. 141 Jan. & April only
   1991 Vol. 145 July & Oct. only
   1992 Vol. 146 Complete
   1993 Vol. 147 Complete
   1994 Vol. 148 Jan, Apr & Oct only
   1995 Vol. 149 Complete
   1996 Vol. 150 Jan, Apr & July only
   1997 Vol. 151 Apr, July & Oct
   1998 Vol. 152 Apr, July & Oct
   1999 Vol. 153 July only
   2002 Vol. 156 Complete
   2003 Vol. 157 Complete
   2005 Vol. 159 Oct only
Olympia Genealogical Society
olygen74 at gmail.com
Patricia C. Harper
Also selling duplicate books in our Amazon shop:

--
This message has been scanned for viruses and
dangerous content by <http://www.mailscanner.info/> MailScanner, and is
believed to be clean.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140522/
c0ddebba5/attachment.html>

From rbh25 at comcast.net  Fri May 23 01:43:37 2014
From: rbh25 at comcast.net (Patricia C. Harper)
Date: Thu, 22 May 2014 22:43:37 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Connecticut Nutmeggers Taken
Message-ID: <000001cf7649$f21757e0$d64607a0$@net>

All of the Connecticut Nutmegger Journals have been spoken for.

Patricia C. Harper
Olympia Genealogical Society

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140522/9331c739/attachment.html>

From petras at mcdl.info  Fri May 23 17:23:08 2014
From: petras at mcdl.info (Kathy Petras)
Date: Fri, 23 May 2014 17:23:08 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Archives
Message-ID: <2069958821.330258.1400880188875.JavaMail.root@mcdl.info>

Has any one used Heritage Archives to digitize their local newspaper microfilm?
If you have, please contact me off-list about your experience: petras at mcdl.info

Thank you!
--
Hi, Genealibbers:

This is a multi-part periodical question. Are your genealogical periodicals integrated with your books or shelved as a periodical "section"? Has anyone had a segregated section for periodicals and later integrated it? If you answered "yes" to the second question, have you seen more usage after integration?

Thank you,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell @ grapevinetexas.gov

We keep the most recent (this month/quarter) periodicals in a specific location for periodicals. When the next issue comes in we integrate it into the shelved collection. After all the issues in the year have been received we often bind and then shelve back with the books as appropriate.

Usage seems more to do with subject than location.

Gretchen
-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 12:12 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals

Hi, Genealibbers:

This is a multi-part periodical question. Are your genealogical periodicals integrated with your books or shelved as a periodical "section"? Has anyone had a segregated section for periodicals and later integrated it? If you answered "yes" to the second question, have you seen more usage after integration?

Thank you,
Nancy

---

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

---

From julialangel1 at gmail.com Thu May 29 13:05:54 2014
From: julialangel1 at gmail.com (Julia Langel)
Date: Thu, 29 May 2014 12:05:54 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals
In-Reply-To: <53871608.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
References: <53871608.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <538768F2.3030502@gmail.com>

We have had a separate periodicals section. From the checkout cards, I can tell it used to get a lot of use, but it is now a ghost zone, and I
have started integrating it into the books as part of an ambitious reorganization of the whole library. So far, we've seen a big increase in the usage of the periodicals that have been integrated, but it's hard to tell if that's from integration or the fact that this group of books and periodicals have also been moved from the basement to the main floor...my guess is some of both.

--Julia Langel, Midwest Historical and Genealogical Society, Wichita, KS

On 5/29/2014 11:12 AM, Nancy Maxwell wrote:
> Hi, Genealibbers:
>
> This is a multi-part periodical question. Are your genealogical periodicals integrated with your books or shelved as a periodical "section"? Has anyone had a segregated section for periodicals and later integrated it? If you answered "yes" to the second question, have you seen more usage after integration?
>
> Thank you,
> Nancy
>
>
>
> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
> Grapevine Public Library
> 1201 Municipal Way
> Grapevine, TX 76051
> Voice: 817-410-3429
> Fax: 817-410-3084
> E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
>
>
> genemailib mailing list
> genemailib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genemailib

From erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov Thu May 29 15:18:51 2014
From: erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov (Bradford, Erin)
Date: Thu, 29 May 2014 19:18:51 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals
In-Reply-To: <53871608.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
References: <53871608.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <45D84CB152D1F1408A31D3FA4A124B02354062D2@NCWwDITMXXMBX35.ad.ncmail>

Genealogical Services of the Government and Heritage Library in Raleigh, NC segregates periodicals. The shelves that hold the periodicals border the back perimeter of the main collection.

Erin Bradford
Genealogy Reference Librarian

Government & Heritage Library
State Library of North Carolina
4641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC? 27699-4641

Did you know?
The Government & Heritage Library has many digital collections you can search from home.
Digital collections include bible records, marriage and death notices, cemetery
photographs, 
and so much more! Check them out at http://digital.ncdcr.gov/cdm/. We also have a great 
blog at http://www.ghlblog.org/

?? 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to NC Public Records 
Law, NcGS.Ch.132, and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state 
official

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 12:12 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals

Hi, Genealibbers:

This is a multi-part periodical question. Are your genealogical periodicals integrated with your books or shelved as a periodical "section"? Has anyone had a segregated section for periodicals and later integrated it? If you answered "yes" to the second question, have you seen more usage after integration?

Thank you,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From kdolce at volusia.org  Thu May 29 15:56:22 2014
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Thu, 29 May 2014 15:56:22 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals
Message-ID: <538758AD020000AA00045089@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>

My library has a small genealogy room separate from the rest of the library. I have the periodicals pertaining to each state shelved at the end of the books for that state. In other words, I have books for North Carolina shelved by call number, and at the end of the NC books, I have the periodicals pertaining to NC in boxes. After the periodicals for NC, are the books for SC, then the periodicals for SC, etc. They are all available for the public to look at, although they do not check out.

Some collections probably have a lot more periodicals, but this system has worked well for me. I think the patrons are more likely to find them and actually look through them if they don't have to go somewhere else to do it.
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
dolce at volusia.org

>> "Nancy Maxwell" 05/29/14 12:12 PM >>>
Hi, Genealibbers:

This is a multi-part periodical question. Are your genealogical periodicals integrated with your books or shelved as a periodical "section"? Has anyone had a segregated section for periodicals and later integrated it? If you answered "yes" to the second question, have you seen more usage after integration?

Thank you,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140529/c66272b1/attachment.html>

From pjones at okhistory.org Thu May 29 16:28:30 2014
From: pjones at okhistory.org (Patricia Jones)
Date: Thu, 29 May 2014 15:28:30 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals
In-Reply-To: <53871608.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
References: <53871608.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <013d01cf77c$8dcc6ea0$a9654be0$@okhistory.org>

Periodicals and books are shelved together.
We have a "current periodical section", where we keep the latest issues received until they can be bound and shelved in the regular collection.
There is not a lot of traffic in that section, but we are working to improve it.
Many patrons are "browsers" and prefer to go through shelves instead of using our online catalog.
For those who use our OPAC to search for periodicals, we added links to periodical indexes in PERSI Archive.
Patricia Nunes Jones  
Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society  
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105  
www.okhistory.org  
(405) 522-4025

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu  
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell  
Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 11:12 AM  
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu  
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals

Hi, Genealibbers:

This is a multi-part periodical question. Are your genealogical periodicals integrated with your books or shelved as a periodical "section"? Has anyone had a segregated section for periodicals and later integrated it? If you answered "yes" to the second question, have you seen more usage after integration?

Thank you,

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian  
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room  
Grapevine Public Library  
1201 Municipal Way  
Grapevine, TX 76051  
Voice: 817-410-3429  
Fax: 817-410-3084  
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

genealib mailing list  
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu  
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From tneel at ogs.org Thu May 29 16:55:09 2014  
From: tneel at ogs.org (Tom Neel)  
Date: Thu, 29 May 2014 16:55:09 -0400  
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals  
In-Reply-To: <53871608.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>  
References: <53871608.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>  
Message-ID: <004301cf7b80$47f78d70$73e5a850$@ogs.org>

Nancy,  
Our solution is mixed. We place local county periodicals with the books on the shelves. We keep the statewide, national, and foreign periodicals in a Periodicals section. I think we do that simply because there are large runs of the statewide/national periodicals and they are thicker and take up much more shelf space. Many users just work in the county sections and it at least forces them to see that they exist.  
Thanks.  
Tom Neel, Library Director  
Ohio Genealogical Society
Hi, Genealibbers:

This is a multi-part periodical question. Are your genealogical periodicals integrated with your books or shelved as a periodical "section"? Has anyone had a segregated section for periodicals and later integrated it? If you answered "yes" to the second question, have you seen more usage after integration?

Thank you,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
Nancy,
Our solution is mixed. We place local county periodicals with the books on the shelves. We keep the statewide, national, and foreign periodicals in a Periodicals section. I think we do that simply because there are large runs of the statewide/national periodicals and they are thicker and take up much more shelf space. Many users just work in the county sections and it at least forces them to see that they exist.

Thanks.
Tom Neel, Library Director
Ohio Genealogical Society

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 12:12 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals

Hi, Genealibbers:

This is a multi-part periodical question. Are your genealogical periodicals integrated with your books or shelved as a periodical "section"? Has anyone had a segregated section for periodicals and later integrated it? If you answered "yes" to the second question, have you seen more usage after integration?

Thank you,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140529/b2be64eb/attachment.html>
From bmeehan at tulsalibrary.org  Fri May 30 10:06:22 2014
From: bmeehan at tulsalibrary.org (Meehan, Barbara)
Date: Fri, 30 May 2014 09:06:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Remote microfilm access
Message-ID: <541F700244D424B9E78DE856837AE1E02EAE039EC@TCCL-EMail.central.local>

Tulsa City-County Library (OK) is interested in learning how other institutions and libraries are using tools like those offered by ScanPro 2000/3000 microfilm & microfiche reader/printers that allow remote customers the ability to scan film & fiche from an offsite host library. The remote customer may be at another branch of the same institution, a different institution altogether, or at their own office or home.

If you offer this service, we are interested in talking with you about how you make this work - your processes and procedures, your successes and your concerns.

Please contact Suanne Wymer, Deputy Director for the Tulsa City-County Library at swymer at tulsalibrary.org<mailto:swymer at tulsalibrary.org> or 918.549.7368 to share your insight and expertise.

Thank you!

Barbara Becker Meehan, MLIS
Project Manager
Tulsa City County Library, The Annex, 6500 E. 44th Street, Tulsa, OK 74145
Mailing address: 400 Civic Center, Tulsa, OK 74103
(918) 549-7372

The information contained in this communication is intended only for review and use by the addressee. It is the property of the Tulsa City-County Library and should not be forwarded or used in any other way without the consent of the Library or the sender. So long as an e-mail is connected to the transaction of official Library business, the expenditure of public funds or the administration of public property, e-mails generated or received by the Library are generally subject to the Oklahoma Open Records Act and the Oklahoma Records Management Act, and may include even those emails transmitted or received on personal computers, phones or other technology. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail, and destroy this communication and all copies thereof, including all attachments. Alternatively, please call Gail Morris, Finance & Capital Projects Director, at (918) 549-7376.
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From Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov  Fri May 30 13:43:00 2014
From: Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Fri, 30 May 2014 12:43:00 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals Inquiry
Message-ID: <53887CD8.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>

Wow, what a variety of shelving methods! Thanks to all who responded. I'm considering integrating journals with the books. Researchers do spend time browsing the shelves, and I think that if they see the journals, they'll be more likely to use them.
"Whatever works for you" seems to be the best approach. And if anyone else wants to respond, I'd welcome your input as well.

Thanks, everyone!
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

Yes, all good ideas. Whatever works for you and your users.

There was a time years ago in library school where we had a teacher who said all media is created equal! And proceeded to shelve bare slides next to large dusty books. But I digress...

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library

On Fri, May 30, 2014 at 1:43 PM, Nancy Maxwell <Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov> wrote:

> Wow, what a variety of shelving methods! Thanks to all who responded. I'm considering integrating journals with the books. Researchers do spend time browsing the shelves, and I think that if they see the journals, they'll be more likely to use them.
> "Whatever works for you" seems to be the best approach. And if anyone else wants to respond, I'd welcome your input as well.
> Thanks, everyone!
> Nancy
>
From bhill at berkeley.edu  Fri May 30 17:16:39 2014
From: bhill at berkeley.edu (Barbara L. HILL)
Date: Fri, 30 May 2014 14:16:39 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals Inquiry
In-Reply-To: <53887CD8.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
References: <53887CD8.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <CANQTj-FY60ij4Z7-p3-8rVneEC5oEmEFA7W68Z9P2cuvFNhyhQ@mail.gmail.com>

California Genealogical Society uses LC call number arrangement which
arranges periodicals with books in this manner:

At the start of a call number range for the local history of any given
state, statewide historical and genealogical periodicals are shelved
first. Then statewide books, generally cuttered by author. The next
ranges are county-specific, in alphabetical order by name of county,
requiring another "Cutter"-like line between the top call number line
and the author's Cutter number. Periodicals that are county-specific
fall at the beginning of that county's call number range and are
shelved just before the county books. Lastly, within each state range
there are call numbers available for each specific city, in
alphabetical order by name of city; if there is a periodical specific
to a city's local history, it should be shelved there. (CGS has a
very large collection on San Francisco due to the quantity of books
and periodicals that have been published as an attempt to work around
the loss of vital and other records in the 1906 Firequake.)

Regional publications can work too. The "F" call number range, which
is for state and local history, begins with F1 (New England in
general) and goes thru F999 (F1000 being the beginning of Canada). The
New England Historic Genealogical Society's "Register" gets call
number F1. The entire F call number range for the U.S. slightly
resembles (but does not match) time zones; the first ranges run down
the east coast states, then around the Gulf Coast to include most of
the southern states; the next ranges pick up most of the states west
of the Appalachians; then the next ranges cover the Rockies and
farther west; and the last ranges include the west coast. (This is an
over-generalization.)

We keep a couple of "cheat sheets" posted on a pillar for patrons who
just want to browse the shelves on their own instead of using the
online catalog; one sheet is arranged by call number, but the more
useful one is arranged alphabetically by subject showing the beginning
call number for that range. We also try to teach our shelvers and our
patrons that in the LC system, "NOTHING comes before SOMETHING."
That's because some call numbers have decimals in them. It is really
not difficult to learn and the vast majority of our patrons pick it up
right away (or were already familiar with it from college libraries).

Periodicals which are specifically genealogical and nationwide, such as those from the National Genealogical Society, get call numbers in the CR or CS call number ranges which are for general genealogy in the LC system. CS71 is the call number for family-specific genealogies, which are arranged in alphabetical order (via Cutter-like numbers) by the primary surname treated in the work. Periodicals from family associations naturally get shelved in their proper order here.

If anyone ever foresees the possibility of changing their call numbers from Dewey to LC in the future, and wants to integrate their periodicals with their books now, the above outline may be useful as a way to begin preparation for the ultimate transition to LC while lessening the havoc in shelving that a call number change would cause.

Barbara Hill
Library Volunteer
California Genealogical Society

On Fri, May 30, 2014 at 10:43 AM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov> wrote:
> Wow, what a variety of shelving methods! Thanks to all who responded. I'm considering integrating journals with the books. Researchers do spend time browsing the shelves, and I think that if they see the journals, they'll be more likely to use them.
> "Whatever works for you" seems to be the best approach. And if anyone else wants to respond, I'd welcome your input as well.
>
> Thanks, everyone!
> Nancy
>
> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
> Grapevine Public Library
> 1201 Municipal Way
> Grapevine, TX 76051
> Voice: 817-410-3429
> Fax: 817-410-3084
> E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
>
> genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From rdietz at gwest.org Sat May 31 23:27:25 2014
From: rdietz at gwest.org (Richard R Dietz)
Date: Sat, 31 May 2014 20:27:25 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Davis surname newsletter "Diggin' for Davises"
Message-ID: <E4C42A35E53B40E3ABFF48BDEFF83454@GWMACERASPIRE>

Dear Subscriber / Librarian,
SUBSCRIPTION IS FREE - 20 YEARS OF DAVIS GENEALOGY
https://www.gwest.org/diggin1.htm
The most recently published issue of "Diggin' for Davises" is now available for viewing and downloading from the Internet.

First, close all programs currently running on your computer, except the Internet browser.

Click on the URL below to go directly to the Web page that contains the link to the June, 2014 issue. If it is not highlighted then "copy" and "paste" the URL into your browser's address box.

https://www.gwest.org/issues.htm

The Adobe Acrobat Reader **Version 7** (OR LATER) program must be installed on your computer hard drive in order to access this and future newsletter issues.

Click on the red dot in the sentence which reads: "Click here [ ] to open the June, 2014 issue", a password entry box will appear, now enter the password: plug

The password for the February, 2014 issue is - pogo
The password for the April, 2014 issue is - turn
The password for the June, 2014 issue is - plug
The password for the August, 2013 issue is - torn
The password for the October, 2013 issue is - foot
The password for the December, 2013 issue is - true

Wait for the issue to open then click on the floppy disk icon [save] at the far left end of the Reader program toolbar. Enter a directory or folder on your hard drive to save the issue for future use. You may want to include the password as a part of the saved issue's file name. You can now print a hard copy after it is saved on your computer.

If you have a dial-up connection with a 56K or slower modem, please be patient. It takes a few minutes for the issue to open. And, will take about 6 minutes or longer, depending on the speed of your connection, to download.

A DSL connection will require approx. 3 minutes to download.

Each issue will remain at its link until replaced by the next year's issue.

Please be sure to notify me of any e-mail address change you make in the future.

Call me at 1-800-445-8925, or send e-mail to <rdietz at rdietz.com> if you have any problems.

If you have the Adobe Acrobat Reader program **Version 7** (OR LATER) installed on your hard drive, you really shouldn't have a problem.

Dick Dietz, editor/publisher
GoldenWest Marketing
Temple City, CA 91780
rdietz at rdietz.com
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